Encryption Key Management in the Cloud

Alliance Key Manager is now available as a Microsoft Azure instance. The same FIPS 140-2 compliant key management solution available in Townsend Security’s hardware security module (HSM) now runs as a virtual machine in Microsoft Azure. You can easily deploy the best encryption key management solution for your cloud applications directly in Microsoft Azure and leverage all of the management options provided by Microsoft. Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure helps protect data in your Microsoft Azure applications as well as in any data center application. Your keys are instantly mirrored to backup key management servers ensuring that your keys are never lost and you never experience application interruptions.

About Townsend Security

Townsend Security provides data encryption & tokenization, key management, secure communications, and compliance logging solutions to Enterprise customers on a variety of server platforms including IBM i, IBM z, Windows, Linux, and UNIX. The company can be reached on the web at www.townsendsecurity.com, or (800) 357-1019.
Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure

Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure is a full Azure virtual machine (VM) that you can run on demand. Because Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure is deployed as a Microsoft Azure virtual machine, you only pay for what you use. You can start and stop your subscription at any time. Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure can protect data in any Microsoft Azure environment (IaaS and PaaS) and can protect data in any non-Azure environment such as other cloud platforms, hosting providers, and traditional IT data centers.

Key Management Platforms

Alliance Key Manager is available in many form factors ranging from a traditional hardware security module (HSM) to a full cloud implementation in Microsoft Azure. Alliance Key Manager can be deployed on any of the following platforms to protect data in Microsoft Azure:

- Key management as a Microsoft Azure virtual machine
- Key management HSM in your data center
- Key management cloud HSM
- Key management for VMware

You can easily deploy Alliance Key Manager in any of these platforms and move to any other platform at any time. You can also mix and match key management platforms for high availability and key mirroring.

Availability Zones

For improved resiliency and redundancy you can deploy instances of Alliance Key Manager in different Microsoft Azure availability zones. For example, your production key manager could be deployed in the “West US” zone and your high availability mirrored key server could be deployed in the “East US” zone. Any problems in the Microsoft Azure Western US zone that affect the Alliance Key Manager key server would not affect the Microsoft Azure Eastern US zone. This provides for better resiliency for your applications.

Managed VMs

Microsoft Azure provides managed services for system reliability. You can deploy these services to Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure. This can improve the reliability and resiliency of your key management implementation.

Microsoft Azure Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)

Encryption key management is a critical security function and many organizations will want to implement Alliance Key Manager in a virtual private cloud architecture to meet their security goals or to meet compliance regulations. Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure can be deployed in a Microsoft Azure VPC environment without any changes.

Key Mirroring for High Availability (HA)

Because encryption and key management are mission critical functions, Alliance Key Manager fully implements real-time mirroring of encryption keys and key access policies and supports active-active mirroring. You can mirror keys in Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure to:

- Another instance of Alliance Key Manager for Microsoft Azure
- Alliance Key Manager cloud HSM
- Alliance Key Manager HSM
- Alliance Key Manager for VMware

While most Microsoft Azure users will mirror to a key management instance in a different availability zone, multiple mirroring targets are supported and you can chose the key management topology that makes the most sense.
Combining Cloud and Hardware Key Management Systems

Because the Alliance Key Manager software is exactly the same for hardware security modules (HSMs), cloud instances, and virtual platforms, you can deploy Alliance Key Manager across all of these platforms without restrictions on the functionality of the key manager. Backup and restore functionality also works across any supported platform.

Protecting Data in Microsoft Azure

Alliance Key Manager includes a number of ready-to-use encryption applications and SDKs which can be deployed in Microsoft Azure to protect databases and applications. These include:

- SQL Server EKM Provider for TDE and Cell Level Encryption
- SQL Server SDKs for SQL Server Standard and Web Editions
- SharePoint TDE and RBS encryption
- Windows SDK for .NET applications
- Encryption solutions for Linux

Please contact Townsend Security for a complete list of applications, SDKs, and sample code to help you solve any encryption challenge.

Townsend Security

Townsend Security creates data privacy solutions that help organizations meet evolving compliance requirements and mitigate the risk of data breaches and cyber-attacks. Over 3,000 companies worldwide trust Townsend Security’s NIST-validated and FIPS 140-2 compliant solutions to meet the encryption and key management requirements in PCI DSS, HIPAA/HITECH, FISMA, GLBA/FFIEC, SOX, and other regulatory compliance requirements. Learn more at www.townsendsecurity.com.